Lifestyle-oriented non-pharmacological treatments for fibromyalgia: a clinical overview and applications with home-based technologies
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Abstract: Fibromyalgia (FM) is a persistent and disabling widespread pain condition often accompanied by chronic fatigue, cognitive problems, sleep disturbance, depression, anxiety, and headache. To date, the most thoroughly studied non-pharmacological approaches to managing FM are those with a focus on changing patient activities and beliefs that affect the illness. These interventions are intended to facilitate enduring improvement in pain and functional status. Lifestyle-oriented treatments include patient education, aerobic or other physical exercise, and cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT). These interventions in FM can be delivered in medical or behavioral health care settings by trained professionals, through patient-oriented treatment manuals, or via remote-access technologies. Non-pharmacological treatments, in particular exercise and CBT, have yielded effect sizes and cost–benefit ratios comparable to medications. This paper describes lifestyle-oriented non-pharmacological treatments for FM and highlights selected literature reviews of these interventions. In addition, behavioral and practical issues are addressed that may affect these non-pharmacological treatments, including patient expectations, participant burden, and treatment availability. Recommendations are made to facilitate these interventions and potentially improve outcomes. In particular, the increasing availability of convenient home-based mobile technologies to deliver these non-pharmacological treatments is described.
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Introduction

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a persistent and disabling widespread pain condition often accompanied by chronic fatigue, cognitive problems, sleep disturbance, depression, and anxiety. The functional limitations reported by patients include reduced exercise tolerance and pain exacerbations caused by the activities of daily living. In a population study of ten common chronic illness conditions, FM was the highest ranked for (1) needed health care not received in the previous year as well as (2) long-term disability, pain, and poor self-rated health. In addition, health care utilization and costs for FM have been estimated at US$6000 per patient per year by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and an astonishing US$18,000 annually in a recent administrative claims study of over 5000 FM patients.

Mechanisms

Current evidence suggests that centrally augmented pain processing and deficiencies in descending central modulation play an important role in producing the debilitating pain experienced by patients with FM. Mechanisms underlying central augmentation
may produce pain exacerbation and also negatively influence sleep, mood, memory, and level of alertness. This could account for the clustering of symptoms commonly found in FM. The illness is also associated with depression, anxiety, and stress. No biological diagnostic tests have been established for FM. The current clinical diagnostic criteria overlap symptomatically with many other conditions, particularly chronic fatigue syndrome and migraine headache.

Management

Given the complex symptom presentation and multiple comorbidities associated with FM, it is unlikely that the typical patient will be successfully managed by a single practitioner. Preferably, FM is treated by a multidisciplinary team whose members are variously expert in a variety of physical, cognitive, behavioral, and educational strategies. Given that such multidisciplinary teams may not be available in all communities, treatment by a primary care physician in conjunction with targeted referrals to nonmedical specialists may be a more pragmatic approach.

Medically, three US Food and Drug Administration-approved medications are available for FM. Two are classified as serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors – duloxetine and milnacipran – and the other is an anticonvulsant – pregabalin. About 40% of patients experience a clinically important reduction in pain with these new drugs. Yet non-pharmacological treatments, in particular exercise and cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT), have yielded effect sizes and cost–benefit ratios comparable to medications.

To date, the most thoroughly studied and efficacious non-pharmacological approaches to managing FM are those with a focus on changing unhelpful beliefs/attitudes and activities associated with the illness. While other non-pharmacological interventions may have benefit for specific individuals (eg, massage, nutritional approaches), these interventions lack sufficient evidence from randomized controlled trials to establish efficacy.

Efficacious lifestyle-oriented interventions include patient education, aerobic or other physical exercise, and CBT. These approaches to the management of FM can be delivered in medical or behavioral health care settings by trained professionals, through patient-oriented self-management manuals, or via the Internet or mobile technologies. Despite their demonstrated efficacy, a number of challenges prevent the broader adoption of these interventions. These challenges include low compliance and high dropout rates for exercise, loss of benefit at follow-up if compliance is low, and, more generally, a lack of availability of these interventions to many patients.

Specific aims

This paper is intended for the health practitioner seeking clinically useful information on evidence-based non-pharmacological treatment of the FM patient. Often practitioners are quite familiar with biomedical approaches to FM but less comfortable with the non-pharmacological options recommended in clinical guidelines (eg, the APS Guideline for the Management of Fibromyalgia). This paper describes lifestyle-oriented non-pharmacological treatments for FM and highlights selected literature reviews supporting the use of these interventions. Based on a combination of the published evidence and the authors’ own extensive clinical experience, practical recommendations are made for the implementation of these lifestyle interventions.

In addition, we will briefly address behavioral and practical issues that may influence the success of these non-pharmacological treatments, including patient expectations, participant burden, and treatment availability. The final section of the paper is devoted to home-based technologies that can potentially expand the availability of these behavioral management options.

Expectations for pain treatments

Perhaps an implicit assumption shared by patients and their care providers is that persistent pain can be eliminated or cured. Although permanent eradication of clinical pain may be a long-range research goal, few, if any, FM patients reach a pain-free status via therapy or other means. Even for those who do report substantial reductions or “recovery” with respect to pain symptoms, long-range maintenance of such improvement often depends on carefully managing lifestyle to avoid or reduce pain triggers such as stress and over-exertion.

For instance, an interesting qualitative study conducted on five women who reported “recovery” from FM found that a particular cognitive strategy was useful in pursuing activities related to their recovery status. Specifically, these subjects used pain as a warning signal of too much stress in their lives, rather than viewing pain simply as a symptom-management issue. This “warning signal” approach greatly enhanced their ability to alter their life goals and everyday obligations in order to maintain their improved status. Thus, “recovery” was not equivalent to eradication of symptoms but, rather, to symptom remission maintained by identifying early pain and stress triggers and then making lifestyle adjustments to prevent exacerbations.
Prior to treatment, patients’ expectations, regardless of whether they are recovery focused, should be identified so that they may be better aligned with the benefits that are and are not possible. In a recent study of patient expectations in FM and back pain,27 FM patients had high standards for success (>50% reductions in pain and fatigue and interference). Yet, both FM and back-pain patients did not expect treatment to meet their success criteria. Assessing patients’ success standards and treatment expectations encourages discussion and the development of more realistic individualized treatment goals.

Given that complete pain relief is an unlikely outcome, the use of acceptance-based approaches (ie, acceptance and commitment therapy) for pain management may be useful in conjunction with any form of intervention. A number of studies have shown that greater acceptance of chronic pain is associated with better emotional, physical, and social functioning.28

Common features of acceptance beliefs in chronic pain include an acknowledgment that a cure for pain is unlikely, a shift in focus away from pain to non-pain aspects of life, and a resistance to any suggestion that pain is a personal weakness. A small qualitative study of FM and rheumatoid arthritis patients29 found evidence for acceptance beliefs prior to a 1-week self-management program. These beliefs, expressed as personal goals for self-management, included: empowerment to assume more responsibility for their health and self-care, improving self-acceptance, and helping to retain employment for those who were working.

**Patient education**

Patient education programs typically involve individual and/or group sessions facilitated by health professionals familiar with FM. These programs convey information about symptoms, course of illness, comorbid conditions, potential causes of the illness, psychosocial factors that influence pain, current pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic treatments, and self-management instruction.30

Studies of educational programs ranging in duration from 1.5 days to 6 months31 have had mixed success with some showing functional or symptomatic improvements in comparison to control conditions.30 Often educational protocols are one element of larger multimodal programs that contain active intervention components (eg, interactive self-management focusing on exercise).32 Education appears most effective when included in behaviorally activating multimodal interventions.25 For example, a controlled study33 found that self-management-oriented education in FM significantly increased the efficacy of group exercise interventions (progressive walking, simple strength training movements, and stretching activities).

Clauw and Crofford39 suggest that a primary care setting may be especially suited to providing education and clinical care for these patients, given the high frequency of visits required and the important influence of psychosocial issues on the FM patient. A large randomized trial of patient education conducted in primary care consisted of nine 2-hour group sessions (five sessions of education and four sessions of autogenic relaxation).30 The speakers included four general practitioners and one rheumatologist. Patients were encouraged to be active, to ask questions, and to discuss issues with the speakers or with other participants. Usual care plus psycho-education produced a greater increase in patients’ functional status than usual care alone. Specific improvements were seen in physical function, days feeling well, pain, general fatigue, morning fatigue, stiffness, anxiety, and depression.

**Recommendation**

When the patient is receptive to learning self-management, an educational multi-professional or multimodal program is an important initial step toward engaging the patient in activities that will have a therapeutic effect on health and quality of life. If this type of program is not available, an informed physician can provide patient education over multiple visits31 and refer to specialists for more focused non-pharmacological treatments.

**Physical exercise**

Exercise is one of the most commonly recommended non-pharmacological strategies for the management of FM.44 In a comprehensive systematic review and meta-analysis35 of randomized controlled trials evaluating exercise in FM, aerobic and mixed exercise interventions improved physical function and depression. Another review of exercise in FM36 found substantial similarity in the effectiveness of land- or water-based physical aerobic exercise and muscle strengthening exercise in improving aerobic physical fitness and functional state.

Water-based aerobic exercise offers some advantages over similarly intense land-based aerobic exercise in reducing spontaneous pain and improving depressive symptoms, but patients typically have to travel to a special facility to undertake water-based exercise. Finally, a combination of aerobic exercise, strengthening, and flexibility has also been shown to improve psychological health status and health-related
quality of life in patients with FM. As FM sufferers who consistently exercise are most likely to maintain initial benefits, motivating patients to continue regular exercise is a critical aspect of the intervention.

Despite the strong empirical evidence for exercise benefits in patients with FM, poor compliance and high dropout rates are evident in many exercise studies. In a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of aerobic exercise in FM, 16 studies reported attrition rates ranging from 27% to 90% (median = 67%). Attrition and compliance may be more problematic with exercise protocols that carry higher levels of participant burden (eg, high-impact aerobics) as well as greater adverse effects, particularly post-exercise pain. In addition, after the supervised phase of an exercise program, declines in exercise adherence occur, often accompanied by worsening of FM symptoms.  

**Recommendation**

The exercise parameters offered in this section are informed by the mentioned literature reviews with particular issues (eg, post-exertional pain) addressed by relevant clinical trials and treatment-focused clinical papers. Exercise needs to be tailored to the patient’s starting fitness level and symptom severity so that she/he will not be discouraged or harmed by the activity. This may include strategies to integrate exercises into existing lifestyles.

### Higher-functioning patients

Patients with FM who have good baseline physical function (eg, are able to work at least part-time and take care of some family responsibilities) may be able to participate in group exercise programs offered to healthy individuals. Moderate- to high-intensity exercise can improve aerobic capacity and muscle tenderness in patients who can manage that level of exercise. Supervised group exercise may be preferable to home-based exercise, especially at initiation, as it usually provides advice on optimal exercise intensity that lessens interference from baseline pain and minimizes post-exercise pain. It also conveys the social support and encouragement to continue regular exercise.

### Lower-functioning patients

It is important to note that the ability of more severely ill patients (eg, on disability, largely homebound) to perform presumably healthy therapeutic tasks such as a 20–30-minute moderate daily walk may be quite limited due to debilitating post-exertional pain, long periods of inactivity, and more severe disabilities and symptoms in general. To increase the patient’s tolerance for sustained physical activity, very gradual increments in walking, stretching, or other convenient low effort activity should be individualized and assigned over several weeks. Graded activity homework may begin with daily 1- to 10-minute walks. As activity tolerance improves, walking can be increased in one to five 5-minute increments over several weeks until daily walks reach 10–30 minutes, 5–7 days a week, by the end of treatment. If assigned in such small measured steps, symptom exacerbations from assigned exercise are likely to be minimal.

Relevant to this stepwise approach, a review of exercise treatment studies in FM concluded that the greatest effect and lowest attrition occurred in exercise programs that were of lower rather than higher intensity. In addition, Hauser et al reported in a meta-analysis that land- or water-based aerobic exercise of slight to moderate intensity at a frequency of two or three times per week appeared to be most effective. Positive effects were evidenced for depressed mood, health-related quality of life, and physical fitness, which was often maintained at follow-up (range: 3–17 months).

For some proportion of patients with FM, the word “exercise” may have negative connotations perhaps attributable to general inactivity and low fitness, post-exercise pain, or lack of desire to exercise. Yet these patients, even though quite ill, typically do at least several minutes of obligatory walking daily to perform routine tasks. Additional assigned minutes of voluntary walking or other comparable activity appear, by contrast, to invoke positive feelings related to stress relief and meaningful leisure activity. A focus on voluntary enjoyable activities, rather than “required” activities or vigorous exercise, may be more acceptable to many patients because the activity is framed in a more positive way, for example, “easy” walking rather than fitness-oriented walking.

**CBT**

The term “CBT” refers to a class of treatments grounded in a common theoretical framework. CBT combines two forms of therapy, behavioral and cognitive. Cognitive therapy examines the thinking process that influences one’s perception of pain as well as one’s responses to the presence of pain. Beliefs, expectations, and attributions all contribute to emotional responses that can exacerbate and perpetuate pain intensity, suffering, and diminished functioning. Behavioral therapy, based upon operant conditioning, classical conditioning, and social learning theory, helps individuals to respond more adaptively to persistent pain. CBT has also been applied to psychiatric factors that can influence chronic pain.
For example, depression has been shown to co-occur with pain 52% of the time when assessed in pain clinics, 27% of the time when assessed in primary care clinics, and 18% of the time in population-based studies. In addition, anxiety disorders occur 23% of the time with pain and depression and personality disorders tend to occur with greater frequency in chronic pain conditions (i.e., 51%–58%) than in the general population (15%). Thus, referral to a mental health professional may be useful to assess and treat comorbid psychiatric disorders or to help identify the role of psychological factors in chronic pain.

However, the value of CBT is not limited to treating psychiatric issues. With advances in the disciplines of health psychology and behavioral medicine, the basic tenets of CBT have been utilized to engender direct pain relief and improvements in functional status and quality of life. Cognitive- and behavioral-based approaches to pain management now have a strong evidence base that supports their efficacy for the management of chronic pain generally, and FM specifically.

The practice of CBT for chronic pain conditions such as FM usually involves three phases. Phase 1 involves education, where a model for understanding how pain works and the need for patients to participate in pain management is emphasized. Phase 2 involves skills training and phase 3 applies these skills in progressively more challenging real-life situations. Homework for practicing and learning these skills is a common element of CBT, as is the use of booster sessions to help maintain the use of skills over the long-term.

Phase 1: education
FM can be a confusing pain condition for which conflicting and often inaccurate information is provided by public sources, other patients, and even some clinicians. Thus, it is important that the therapist convey to the patient what is known about FM, including its possible causes and maintaining factors, and why patients need to participate in their own pain management. Good rapport with a shared understanding of the goals of CBT is also important because behavioral approaches may initially seem counterintuitive and even counterproductive until tried with success. For example, behaviors appropriate for acute pain management (e.g., resting, reducing social contact) may be maladaptive if pain persists over the long-term. The education offered here in phase 1 is often similar to that already described in the “Patient education” section. However, CBT tends to go beyond simple education by offering specific skills, homework assignments, and tailored support to patients as they learn new and often challenging ways of adapting to chronic pain.

Phase 2: CBT skill sets
The CBT skills for pain management can reduce pain and improve functional status. Depending upon the specific needs of the patient, the following skill sets are often used in CBT for FM.

Skills targeting pain reduction
Teaching the relaxation response is a commonly applied form of behavioral treatment for the management of pain. The goal is to progressively learn what the individual needs to do to produce a profound sense of relaxation in both physically and mentally by their own direct control. A variety of methods can be used to arrive at the desired state of relaxation (e.g., progressive muscle relaxation, visual imagery, hypnosis, biofeedback). Regardless of method, repeated practice is essential to successfully train the body to reduce physiological arousal and generate relaxation and quiescence. It is important to match the particular relaxation technique to the patient’s preferences for ease of use and effectiveness.

Skills to improve functional status
Several studies suggest that the primary benefit of CBT for patients with FM is improvement in functional status. Behavioral skills that can be taught to increase functional status include graded-activation and pleasant activity scheduling.

Graded-activation, also known as “time-based pacing,” is a structured method for gradually increasing daily function. Individuals with chronic pain will often engage in greater amounts of activity than their bodies can tolerate on less symptomatic “good days.” This over-activity is in part driven by a desire to get things done and to bolster a faltering self-esteem. Although personally rewarding in the short-term, such over-activity can lead to debilitating symptom flare-ups, activity crashes, lost productivity, and (paradoxically) diminished self-esteem.

Time-based pacing helps to manage this “push–crash” cycle of over-activity and collapse. By first determining how long a specific task can be done without a flare-up of pain, a “safe” time interval is established. Then the task (e.g., laundry, typing, raking leaves) is done only for the duration of the safe interval followed by a rest period. The relatively brief restful pause indicates that the patient is recovering from a pre-determined safe amount of activity, rather than an unhealthy interval of symptom-producing over-activity.
This safe pattern can be repeated many times until the task is completed. With continued practice, tolerance of physical activity will improve and the safe zone can be expanded to gradually include greater functional time. As rest periods are based upon time scheduled for an activity, rather than the occurrence symptom flare-ups, individuals actually get more done during the course of a day.

The use of time-based pacing may seem counterintuitive to patients who believe they will accomplish more by attempting to work through pain flares. Yet, time-based pacing can be more effective than working through pain flares, if the patient and therapist jointly develop a plan for steadily increasing the amount of time spent on specified targeted behaviors. Time-based pacing can be used to design exercise regimens, complete work-related activities, and re-engage in pleasant activities such as social outings and sports participation.

A complementary skill to graded-activation is pleasant activity scheduling. Individuals with pain often reduce or eliminate enjoyable activities to reserve their energies for essential tasks. A lack of enjoyable physical activities in patients with FM compared with healthy controls was found in a recent study on self-report and actigraph-measured activity levels over 1 week. In this study, FM patients did not significantly differ from controls in their self-reported household activities but engaged in less recreational physical activities.

While cutting back on pleasurable activities may make sense to patients given the limitations of FM, this type of activity reduction may lessen opportunities to effectively manage chronic pain. Engaging in pleasant activities is a natural way to elevate mood, reduce pain, and increase confidence in one’s ability to function at a higher level. This is particularly important in FM given the low levels of positive affect found in these patients.

The term “scheduling” is important because pleasant activities must be done regularly to generate benefits. For individuals with pain, pleasant occurrences need to be given the same priority as a meeting, a doctor’s appointment, or a deadline. Combining graded-activation with pleasant activity scheduling helps to reinforce the use of each skill and allows patients to engage in pleasant activities for longer and at diminished risk of a flare-up. Behavioral prescriptions or recommendations for pleasant, low effort activities may have the additional advantage of replacing some of the patient’s obligatory activities (eg, housework).

With a gradual re-introduction of pleasant activities, patients develop a greater tolerance and enjoyment of activity with fewer pain flares.

**Skills to improve sleep**

Individuals with FM may report great difficulty falling asleep, frequent awakenings by pain or discomfort, or feeling unfreshed when waking up in the morning. Behavioral sleep strategies, if used regularly, can lead to more restorative sleep with the additional benefits of improved mood, better pain management, less fatigue, and improved mental clarity. Behavioral sleep strategies may be grouped into several classes. Some focus on sleep patterns and routines (eg, having regular bed and wake times) and the use of adaptive sleep behaviors (eg, attempting to sleep only when in need of sleep). Other strategies use knowledge of sleep physiology such as taking a warm bath before bedtime and allowing one’s core body temperature to drop (ie, a natural cue to fall asleep). Finally, strategies that focus on making the sleeping environment more conducive to sleep (eg, optimizing the room temperature, adjusting light levels, reducing ambient sounds, increasing the comfort of the bed, avoiding stimulating foods/drinks) can lead to more restful sleep.

**Skills targeting thoughts about pain**

Beliefs about pain can greatly influence how well an individual manages pain. For example, strong convictions of personal helplessness, believing that only a physician can bring relief, or self-rejection because of illness limitations are learned automatic thinking patterns that can hinder productive living with chronic pain. “Cognitive restructuring” is a type of cognitive therapy that can be used to effectively challenge these negative automatic thoughts and train individuals how to use alternative thinking to promote greater functioning and well-being. With practice, these more adaptive thinking patterns can improve pain control and facilitate higher functioning.

**Other CBT skills for pain management**

While the already mentioned approaches to pain are the most commonly used, several other skills may also be helpful. Many individuals with pain face mounting life difficulties associated with their pain (eg, how to drive with pain, legal problems, family demands). Structured approaches to problem solving help individuals divide large and complex problems into smaller, more manageable challenges. Individuals with pain also tend to report difficulties dealing with other people. For example, spouses may become frustrated with the pain and the limited functionality of the patient, employers may become less sympathetic over time, and busy physicians may not have sufficient time to hear the many important details that a patient wishes to communicate. Thus, training...
in communication skills is often used to help individuals more effectively garner the support of others as a means of better pain management.\textsuperscript{72–75}

**Phase 3: applying skills in real-life settings**
In educational settings, information about FM and illness self-management is usually communicated in a lecture format to patients who may or may not act on that information. In contrast, CBT involves skills-focused homework assignments that are reviewed and tailored to the life challenges facing each patient. Thus, education about the illness is more effective when applied to challenging real-life situations. In CBT, rehearsal, repetition, and refinement of skills are key to developing behavioral changes that are maintained over time. The therapist can help the patient apply each skill in progressively more challenging real-life situations. The use of booster sessions can also help to sustain improvements over the long-term.

**Recommendations for CBT service delivery**
CBT can be delivered in either a face-to-face format between a trained therapist and a single patient or by a therapist in a group setting. Most interventions can be completed in 6–12 sessions with additional booster sessions to reinforce long-range changes. Each session typically lasts 50 minutes for an individual session and between 1 and 1.5 hours for group sessions. As many communities do not have therapists trained to do behavioral pain intervention, obtaining such care poses a significant, perhaps prohibitive, travel problem for patients. In addition, current reimbursement structures often limit access to CBT for pain unless a coexisting mental health problem is diagnosed.

However, more convenient alternatives to access CBT are becoming available. For example, many of the skills programs mentioned can be made available by telephone contact,\textsuperscript{76} lay coaches,\textsuperscript{77} or websites to deliver standardized evidence-based content.\textsuperscript{15} As more accessible alternatives to traditional CBT delivery become widely available (see the next section), more individuals will have the opportunity to use these approaches for pain management.

**Treatment availability and the use of technology**
The impact of FM places demands on patients to adopt behavioral change strategies in their daily lives to help reduce or better manage symptoms. Modern information technology (IT) makes it possible to deliver effective lifestyle-oriented interventions directly to the patient with an ease of access far greater than that of just a few years ago. Not only can IT interventions provide basic information and guidelines, but they can now also offer interactive and adaptive responses for individual patients, even on a moment-to-moment basis.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, online supportive interaction with other patients is an important feature of IT that can help address the loneliness, invalidation, and lack of social support that contribute to distress in people with FM.\textsuperscript{78} These developments enable patients to receive psycho-educational input and advice that is far less costly in comparison to face-to-face interactions with specialist clinicians who are much less available.

The landscape of IT devices is changing rapidly. Apart from home computers, handheld devices in the form of tablet computers are becoming more and more common. At the time of writing, 29% of US adults own a tablet or e-reader.\textsuperscript{79} More than 90% of owners use their tablets at home in the evenings and 80% use them in bed.\textsuperscript{80} Smartphones are also becoming ubiquitous and are capable of delivering the same interactions as tablets, limited only by the screen-size preference of the user.

**Research on IT interventions**
In a recent review of mobile-device IT in health behavior, Heron and Smyth\textsuperscript{17} described “ecological momentary interventions” (EMIs) as treatments that are provided to people during their everyday lives (ie, in real time) and in natural settings (ie, in the real world). They reviewed 27 mobile technology-based EMIs using handheld computers or mobile phones to deliver ambulatory treatment for smoking cessation, weight loss, anxiety, diabetes management, eating disorders, alcohol use, and healthy eating and physical activity. The authors concluded that EMIs can be successfully delivered, are accepted by patients, and may be efficacious for treating a variety of physical and psychological symptoms. Despite the wide variations in study design quality and outcomes reported, EMIs are nevertheless regarded as important potential contributors to longitudinal technology-enhanced assessment and treatment.\textsuperscript{81}

**Evidence for online interventions in FM**
A systematic analysis of the quality of existing FM information websites concluded that online FM resources do not provide comprehensive and accurate information, have low quality and poor readability, and may not be usable for most people.\textsuperscript{82} Yet, some relatively recent projects have developed evidence-based IT interventions intended to serve people with FM. The earliest of these was reported...
by Lorig et al in 2008,[3] who studied the efficacy of an internet-based adaptation of the Arthritis Self-Management Program (ASMP) as a resource for patients unable or unwilling to attend small-group ASMPs. The ASMP is a widely used 6-week (6-session) in-person group program geared to a primarily arthritis-focused population but is also used by patients with FM. The intervention has proven effective in changing health-related behaviors and improving health status measures.[4]

The ASMP online program is administered as a workshop guided by trained leaders who interact remotely with participants, either through email or messaging on the site. Content includes education on symptom management, physician–patient communication, diet and exercise, fatigue management, and problem solving. Participants log in a minimum of three times for a total of 1–2 hours and remotely participate in all weekly activities. The activities include reading psycho-educational content, posting action plans on the bulletin boards, online discussions with other participants, and email reminders to encourage participation.

In a study of the online program, 855 patients with rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, or FM (86 with FM alone) were randomized to either an intervention or usual care (control) group. At 1-year follow-up, the intervention group had significantly improved in four of six health status measures (health distress, activity limitation, self-reported global health, and pain) as well as self-efficacy. However, patients with FM alone appeared to gain fewer benefits from the program. Further, the authors noted that the observed changes, while statistically significant, were modest.

Another approach was developed by Williams et al,[5] who conducted a randomized controlled trial of an Internet-based exercise and behavioral self-management program for 118 FM patients. Experimental subjects received routine care plus access to a Web-Enhanced Behavioral Self-Management (WEB-SM) program that taught principles of cognitive and behavioral pain management. The WEB-SM program was contained on the website entitled “Living Well with Fibromyalgia,” which contained 13 modules segregated into three broad segments: (1) educational lectures providing background knowledge about FM as a disease state; (2) education, behavioral, and cognitive skills designed to help with symptom management; and (3) behavioral and cognitive skills designed to facilitate adaptive lifestyle changes for managing FM.

Each module featured a video lecture by a clinician experienced in applying a selected topic with respect to FM. This talk was accompanied by written summaries of the lecture for reading or downloading, homework and self-monitoring forms for applying the behavioral strategies described in the lecture, and supplemental educational materials unique to each topic (eg, audio relaxation exercises and readings). The investigators found significantly greater improvement in those in the active WEB-SM program compared with controls in terms of pain and physical functioning, and overall global improvement at 6-month follow-up. Exercise and relaxation techniques were the most commonly used skills. The fact that these interventions were delivered without clinician contact confirms that online intervention may be efficacious for at least some proportion of the FM population.

A later online CBT study in patients with FM[6] compared CBT with usual care in a 6-week intervention with a 6-week follow-up in a randomized trial. Patients in the Internet-based CBT program had lower fibromyalgia impact and tender point scores at 6- and 12-week follow-ups in comparison to those in usual care.

Finally, Collinge et al[6] developed an Internet-based intervention called “SMARTLog” (SMART, Self-Monitoring and Review Tool) for people with FM. The SMARTLog is an online instrument in which subjects record daily data on their activities, health-related behaviors, stressors, and symptom levels. With repeated use (about five minutes per day, usually for at least 20 days) users built their own personal database over time. The cumulative data were analyzed using a proprietary statistical analysis program to identify personal behavioral predictors of statistically significant changes in patients’ symptom levels (eg, “When you eat dinner before 7.13 pm your pain levels are lower the next day”). When such statistical associations were found, these statements were delivered to the user in the form of a SMART Profile. A feasibility pilot study[6] of the SMARTLog in 40 FM patients found that utilization, satisfaction, and compliance were high across the test period, and higher utilization was predictive of lower anxiety and improved physical functioning and self-efficacy.[6]

Collinge et al (2011) followed the above study with a Phase II trial with 497 users and found that likelihood of benefit was a function of frequency of use of the program – i.e., frequency of accessing the SMARTLog and uploading daily behavior and symptom data. Specifically, moderate use (completing the SMARTLog at least three times per week for 3 months) led to clinically significant improvements in pain, memory, gastrointestinal problems, depression, fatigue, and concentration. Heavy use (completing the SMARTLog an average of 4.5 times weekly over a 5-month period) led to clinically significant improvements in all of the just-mentioned symptoms.
as well as reduced stiffness and fewer sleep difficulties. These outcomes were based on simple utilization of the SMARTLog system, irrespective of SMART Profile statements targeting specific behavior–symptom relationships. When the user’s data produced specific SMART Profile “target” statements, the impact of intervention on specific symptoms was greater. The SMARTLog program will be available in the near future at www.collinge.org.

In summary, IT offers abundant opportunities for developing effective remote interventions for FM patients. Such approaches are capable of delivering substantive information and guidance, personalized feedback systems, and interactive opportunities that address the illness difficulties of these patients, who are often isolated. While only limited initial evidence is currently available on specific IT applications for FM, it appears that patients who use these well-planned interventions derive notable benefits that range from modest to moderate.

Conclusion
Currently, biomedical approaches to FM management provide modest benefits and fall short of patients’ desires for relief. Given the complex symptom presentation in FM, it is likely that optimal management of this condition will involve multiple modalities. Pharmacological combined with non-pharmacological approaches, such as education, exercise, and CBT, possess the best evidence for efficacy. Delivery of non-pharmacological approaches may be difficult due to the lack of providers, poor reimbursement, and travel burden on patients. Internet-based delivery of non-pharmacological treatments may be one potential solution to making these interventions available to more individuals with FM. In addition, Internet-based delivery appears to retain the effectiveness of traditional face-to-face delivery and retains high patient satisfaction.
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